
  

IntroductionIntroduction
The III. ILD meetingThe III. ILD meeting

Seoul, Korea, 16-18.2.2009

Purpose of the meeting

Discuss the state of the LOI for ILD

Benchmark reactions
Optimization
Subdetectors
Detector Integration

The goal: come to common point-of-view on all critical issues 
needed to complete the LOI



  

A reminder: what is the LOIA reminder: what is the LOI
Letter of intent will be submitted to Research Director / ILCSC 
for “validation”

Only a validated concept will receive continuing support from the 
different ILC bodies

Letter of intent should 

Be reasonably brief
Show the state of the technological preparations
Show the physics capabilities of the concept
Discuss the strength and organisation of the concept group

The LOI does not represent a commitment by any group towards 
ILD or the eventual construction of ILD



  



  



  

Status of ILD LOIStatus of ILD LOI

Significant amount of material collected: 

All available from 

http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/internal/websvn/listing.php?repname=ILDLOI

Or through the www.ilcild.org Web page

Remark: please register for ilcild.org
(otherwise you need a password to access the LOI)

http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/internal/websvn/listing.php?repname=ILDLOI
http://www.ilcild.org/


  

Accessing the WEB depositoryAccessing the WEB depository

WEB depository

The files are kept in a WEB accessible depository:

http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/internal/websvn/listing.php?
repname=ILDLOI&path=%2Ftrunk%2F#path_trunk_

Full link (just for the record):

You can get all source files and the pdf file of the LOI

Check regularly, since updates happen (sometimes) frequently

http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/internal/websvn/listing.php?repname=ILDLOI&path=/trunk/#path_trunk_
http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/internal/websvn/listing.php


  



  

A note to authorsA note to authors

Boring technical stuff, but: 

PLEASE use the style file provided

PLEASE use bibtex for references (see next slide)

PLEASE get the newest version from the WEB before making changes



  

Bibtex 101Bibtex 101
To make life easier for the final edit, we are using bibtex for references

Classical latex style reference: 

\bibitem{mystuff} A.Genius etal., {\it A guide to the universe}, 
JofIR {\bf B}5 (2010) 100345.

Bibtex equivalent:

@Article{mystuff,
author=”A.Genius”,
title=”A guide to the universe”,
journal=”JofIR”,
volume=”B”,
year=”2010”,
pages=”100345”
}

Spires gives you a valid 
bibtex record!

There are many more fields
if you need them – see bibtex
documentation on the WEB



  

This meetingThis meeting

 Identify missing pieces in the LOI

 Formulate policies where needed (e.g., R&D policy, others)

 Start the reviewing process of the physics analyses

 Discuss actual text, pictures, etc. 

Parallel sessions: 
Tuesday afternoon, 
Groups who want a session should tell Hitoshi 
or myself today so that we can post a plan tomorrow
morning!



  

Who signs the LOIWho signs the LOI

ILD EB decided in Chicago to use an open sign-up policy: 

Invitation for people to sign went out a week ago

Subscription is by WEB based form

We are currently at 220+ signers. 

http://www-flc.desy.de/ildloi/authorlist/index.php


  



  

Some numbersSome numbers

Note: 

These numbers are a snapshot from yesterday evening.

They are not at all final.

They will change.



  

Distribution of RegionsDistribution of Regions

Total

Asia

Europe

North America



  

Distribution of CountriesDistribution of Countries

Total
Australia

Austria

Canada

China

Czech&nbsp;Republic

Denmark

France

Germany

Hungary

India

Ireland



  

EuropeEurope

Total Austria

Czech&nbsp;Republic

Denmark

France

Germany

Hungary

Ireland

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Romania

Russian&nbsp;Federation

Serbia&nbsp;and&nbsp;Montenegro

Spain

Switzerland

United&nbsp;Kingdom



  

AsiaAsia
Total Australia

China

India

Israel

Japan

Oman

Philippines

Taiwan



  

AmericasAmericas

Total

Canada

United&nbsp;States
&nbsp;of&nbsp;Am
erica



  

ConclusionConclusion

 LOI is progressing, but lots of work remains

 Very important: review of the physics results has to start!

 Please read the LOI and comment

 Please help us to convince more people to sign up to ILD

Deadline for the LOI: March 31, 2009
Deadline for contributions within ILD: March 15, 2009
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